Face detection is significant to application. The 
Introduction
The first step in face processing system is to detect the location of face in the images. However, detecting faces from an image is a challenging task because of the change of its scale, location, direction and posture, as well as facial expression, occlusion and lighting condition.
Face detection is originally from face recognition, face recognition has become one of the most popular research in the field of image analysis and understanding [1] . At present, face recognition technology has gradually moved towards commercial from the laboratory prototype systems, there appear a lot of recognition algorithms and a number of business systems. However, face recognition still faces enormous challenges, such as the change of pose, illumination, facial expression, decoration, background, time span, the factors have negative effects on the robustness of face recognition algorithms, and has been the major obstacles in further practical for face recognition technology [2] . The research, development and testing of most face recognition need more face images to overcome above obstacles, mainly including the containing number in face database, the number of face images of each person with different conditions in face database.
The present face detection technology
Face detection has some difficulty and complexity, but in-depth study of this issue will promote the development of computer science branching such as pattern recognition. Face detection has received widespread attention in recent years, a lot of methods have been proposed by many researchers at home and abroad, and it has made some progress in different areas. But generally applicable to a variety of complex situation detection algorithms with high accuracy are still much exploring space [3] .
Currently, there are lots of foreign reseach on face detection problem such as M IT, CMU. There are also researchers engage in related face detection in domestic Tsinghua University, Beijing University of Technology, Institute of Computing Technology and Institute of Automation in Chinese Academy of Sciences. Moreover, MPEG7 Standard Organization has established the face recognition draft group, face detection algorithm is also a solicitation content. With the deepening of face detection research, the number of international papers are published on a significant growth, such as IEEE International Conference on Automatic Face and Gesture Recognition, International Conference on Image Processing, Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition.
Face detection in video sequence also involves the problem of face tracking, this paper mainly focuses on still image face detection. After decades of research and development, more popular face detection methods at home and abroad include feature-based face detection methods, statistical methods of face detection, template-based face detection methods and color image face detection methods based on skin color segmentation. The above face detection algorithms all have their own advantages and disadvantages. Skin color filter methods have higher detection rate, and they are adaptive for a certain rotation of the face, but the interference by the similar skin color is relatively larger. The template matching methods require higher templates, positioning is more accurate in the case of the ideal template, but it is not very good on the face detection with certain rotation, the template matching algorithm is slower, and it is not suitable for dynamic face tracking [4, 5, 6] . In the past, most research of face detection is artificial neural network, it's recognition effect is very good within a good network, but it is very difficult to debug a good network, requiring a lot of practical experience and comprehensive training samples, the choice of sample directly determines the good or bad positioning. Based on the above methods, this paper presents a method through combination of skin color filter and knowledge of face organ distribution, which adopts multi-layer filtering to find out the eyes, and finally detects the faces.
3. The new method of rapid detection in the face region using information of skin color and binocular information
Skin color filter
Although the skin color is different as light intensity, the racial factors and so on, but a large number of researches have shown that skin color always falls within a smaller chrominance space [7, 8, 9] . In the data statistics of skin color, skin color is found to meet the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. It is necessary to use a reliable skin color model suiting for different skin colors and lighting conditions in order to segment face regions from non-face regions. RGB representation is not commonly used for skin model, in RGB color space, R, G, B three colors not only represent color, but also brightness. Due to the light change of environment, the light may make face detection more complex, and it is not reliable in the skin segmentation process. It requires to separate color information from luminance information in the color expression in order to use cluster character of skin color in color space. Converting the R, G, B to two degrees of freedom model can achieve this goal. The probability that the point belongs to skin points based on color information can be estimated.
Color model is as follows:
) is a point of the 1/8 unit sphere, and the points in the RGB space transform to the unit sphere, so that the module of each (r ' , g ' , b ' ) equals to 1, achieving the conversion of the three-dimensional chrominance and brightness information into two-dimensional chrominance information. This paper statistically estimates joint probability distribution of the skin point (r ' , g ' ). The appearing probability of observation value (r ' , g ' ) of the sample point under condition of skin is denoted as p(r ' , g ' |skin), it satisfies the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Namely:
The above five parameters can be calculated through the following methods. Gaussian distribution mean vector lists as follows.
Gaussian distribution mean vector is estimated by the statistical vector.
Where s is the number of sample points. Covariance matrix c is estimated by the formula.
Where S is the number of sample points. For any point (i, j) in the image, set it's color value to be p(r
, that is:
So we can use p(r ' , g ' |skin) to represent p(skin| r ' (i,j), g ' (i,j)). Through the establishment of the skin color model, transform a color image into a grayscale image by the face normalization method, and further receive the corresponding binary image, where 1 and 0 respectively represent the skin regions and non-skin regions.
The minimum circumscribed matrix algorithm in the connected regions
The following is the minimum circumscribed matrix algorithm using the backtracking method.
(1) Looking for a white point in the binary images from left to right, from top to bottom; (2) Find the white points from this point respectively from top to bottom, left to right, bottom to top, right to left, mark each finding white point and add one to the area, and determine whether the point is greater than the current edge value of the minimum circumscribed matrix, if greater, then modify the corresponding boundary value; (3) If the white point can not be found by the above method, then back to the next direction of the previous point; (4) When finishing the last direction of the starting point, it means the complete connected region has been traversed, so obtains the minimum matrix of connected region and the area of the connected region.
The algorithm uses a stack to store information of previous points. Use a structure to represent the information of previous point, the structure includes the point coordinates in the image and the current search direction.
Deal with skin areas by the backtracking method, get the position of the least circumscribed matrix in the connected regions, and determine whether it is the man's head or not through the following method.
(1) Generally, all faces basically have the same size in the multi-face images. After skin color segmentation, for the face region, there will be one or more "holes" (non-skin regions) in face region because the existence of eyes, mouth, eyebrows and other non-skin regions. First of all, detect the size of the "hole" area (in most cases human face region), and calculate the average, obtain the size of the face in the whole image, remove the skin area whose size is too large or too small according to the value;
(2) The possible face regions are relative horizontal rotation angle is from 45° to 135°, so we can determine the non-face areas whose rotation angle with less than 45° or greater than 135°; (3) Further process the rest of the skin areas. For the faces, the length-width ratio is generally of 1:1. Calculate the length-width ratio of this areas. The paper takes the length-width ratio to be 0.8:1.2, the areas whose ratio do not meet this range are considered non-facial regions.
Eye position filter
After finding out the candidate face regions, further locate the faces. The method is to find the eyes within the candidate face regions, if both eyes are found, locate the faces according to the position of eyes, if both eyes are not found, it indicates this is not a face. The paper uses the multi-layer filter method to locate the eyes.
According to common sense of the faces, it can be known the eyes are in the upper part of the head, so only the upper candidate face regions need to be looked for, it will not only greatly increase speed but also accuracy. The specific method is to use features of eye regions darker than the surrounding areas, the eyes also have higher value of Cb. The experiments show the filtering effect has significantly improved by combining of two conditions.
The skin color image information is independent of the shape, size and attitude. The measured Cb value adds 128, and normalize it in the range of [0, 255], the eyes have the higher value of Cb, and they are within a same range. The scope can be obtained by taking a lot of face color samples for statistics.
The method to find dark areas is to compare the pixel gray value with the gray value around the eight neighboring areas, if the gray value is less than that of six neighboring areas, consider it is the dark area. Get the binary image and a number of candidate eyes according to the dark areas and value of Cb, The closing operation (first expansion then corrosion) is operated to prepare the latter multilayer filter.
It should be noted that the positioning of the heads is very important, if head positioning is not accurate, larger or smaller head positioning will has a great impact on this method, if smaller, it is impossible to find the eyes, if larger, interference factors will increase, the location is very likely to be inaccurate, so the threshold of skin color selection is crucial, it requres a lot of testing. The paper selected 100 photos of face under different light (not including black people), using a color collection program developed by ourselves, sampled 5 times on each photo, isolated r ' and g ' value of each skin color point, got their expectation and variance, and substituted it into the following formula.
Where r 、 g are expectation, σ 1 、σ 2 are variance. F is the adjustable threshold, it is the skin color greater than the threshold, it is the non-skin regions less than the threshold. Now the candidate eyes may include the eyebrows, in fact, the largest interference in such filter is eyebrows because of the same characteristics between the eyebrows and eyes. In order to get eyes, eyebrows must be filtered out.
Multi-filter of the eyes
After getting the candidate face regions, we can estimate the size of the eyes because the size of the eyes has a certain proportional relationship with the size of faces. After estimated the size of the eyes, using the backtracking method to get the least circumscribed matrix of each white connected region, which is used to remove the parts with too big or small areas in the eyes. Because of the impact of light, the correct eye region may be larger, so repeat test should be done to get satisfied parameters. Experiments show that the largest area is orbital area, minimum area is half the size of the eyeball, the effect is ideal. In addition to the area filtration, it can also filter based on the ratio of eyes within the certain range, which can get rid of the interference of the eyebrows. Now the obtained candidate is very close to the eyes by the size proportion and shape. Because of the limited number of candidate eyes, pair all the candidates through exhaustive method, find eye pair to meet the eye distribution knowledge with all common sense of the eyes.
First of all, filter through the distance, the choice of the distance can be from many aspects, the common relationship is the distance between facial width and eyes, the distance between eye wide and eyes and so on. Find the center coordinates of the candidate eyes though the least circumscribed matrix of the candidate eyes, and then obtain the distance between the candidate eyes from the geometric relations, the eye width is obtained by the minimum circumscribed matrix. Because the faces may be shielded by hair or other objects, the obtained width of the faces is narrower than that of the fact faces, so the choices of range should also be considered to enhance the robustness of the system. Secondly, it can also be considered by the view of angle relationship. The horizontal deflection angle of the head is between 45° and 135°, so the angle between the connection of eyes and horizontal direction should be between 0° and 45°. Find center coordinates of each candidate eyes by the minimum circumscribed matrix of the candidate eyes, and then obtain the angle between the connection of eyes and horizontal direction by the geometric relationship.
In the above method, we should pay attention to some minimum circumscribed matrixes of the connected regions are very similar to real eye in the size and shape, but the proportion of the area of connected region is very small in the minimum circumscribed matrix. Such candidate eyes are also a great disturbance in looking for the eyes. The solution is to filter by the area proportion of connected region in the minimum circumscribed matrix. It is proved effective by the experiments.
The parameters of above mentioned each filter restrict each other, a satisfactory parameter is difficult to get, which requres a lot of tests. After finding a pair of eyes which meet the eye distribution, determine the eye regions by the center of eyes, further determine whether they are the eyes or not by calling the eye template matching algorithm. Eye region extraction algorithm is the same with face extraction algorithm from the background, it also should be considered that the extracted eye region rotates to horizontal direction, and do gray processing, the specific algorithm can be found in facial extraction.
Eye location
List all eye pairs with the exhaustive method, match template for eye pairs only to meet the conditions of eye distribution (not need to match template on all the candidate eyes, and it can improve the speed). The eyes greater than the threshold is considered to be eyes, determine the eye location, locate the face.
First generate a template for template matching, the template generation method is to take a number of face images, draw the eye area as the eye samples by hand, normalize the size to 20×8, and make grey distribution normalization, namely many eye images combine to one eye image. The eye template normalized by gray distribution is shown in Figure 1 . Template matching algorithm is described as follows. For the candidate eyes which meet the eye distribution, determine the eye regions, and transform into a gray image, use the regions as the image windows, then calculate the similarity. Supposing template gray matrix to be T, the image gray matrix to be R, the similarity can be obtained by the following formula.
It may be considered the window can be respectively moved once up, down, left and right during the calculation, moving two pixels each time, comparing the similarity five times, and getting the maximum similarity p. If p is greater than the threshold, it can be considered as the eye regions. Although the accuracy has increased, but it has certain impact on the speed, and it depends on the specific circumstances.
Through the above filter, and we finally get the eye position. Obtain the minimum circumscribed matrix of the eyes by the backtracking method and mark it.
Facial extraction
After the specific eye location is known, it is relatively easier to locate the face. Firstly, find the center coordinates of the eyes. The width of the face is twice the distance of eyes, facial height is also twice the distance of the eyes. Then find the angle between eye connection and horizontal direction to get the gradient K 1 , obtain the equation of the straight line y 1 . The gradient between the two mutually perpendicular lines equals to -1 through the geometric relationship, then get the gradient k 2 =-1/K 1 which is vertical to eye connection, obtain the equation y 2 , then gain the facial coordinates of top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right by the geometric relationship. Specific process is as follows.
Obtain the eye connection center coordinates p(x, y) according to the center coordinates of eyes, find the point p ' 1 above point p, which meets the straight line equation y 2, and the distance to p is 1/3 times the distance between the eyes, find the point p 
Y=K.x+b
The straight line equation y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , y 4 of minimal circumscribed matrix of the faces is obtained by the above four point coordinates and point-gradient straight line equation, which form the faces after bounding by four intersection straight lines, thus marking the faces.
Finally, during the eye extraction, parallel the eyes to the horizontal line through the rotation based on the angle between the eye connection and the horizontal diretion. The basic idea is to obtain the line equation rotated on the angle between eye connection and the horizontal direction, respectively substitute abscissa of each row into the equation, and redraw the line, then calculate the equation of the next line, using the same method, finally gain the rotated frontal facial images. The choice of row and column steps is the facial width and height ratio between extraction and the original images.
Facial normalization
Normalization is mainly to transform a grey image to color image in order to reduce the impact of light and better extract the facial features. The basic idea is to traverse the facial image, process in each pixel, get the RGB value of each pixel, then respectively extract red, green, and blue value by the logical product. According to the different eye sensitivity degree on the red, green and blue, the optimal gray conversion formula lists as follows.
Gray=(9798R+19235G+3735B)/32768 (12)
Gray represents the gray value after conversion, R, G, B represent the red component, green component and blue component of each pixel in the image.
Experiment results and analysis
For a long time, the researchers have proposed a lot of face detection methods, but their detection methods often use different test sets during performance analysis. Therefore, it lacks of a unified platform which evaluates the advantages and disadvantages of face detection. Some standard face image sets have appeared recently, but a "successful face test method" still lacks of a uniform standard. On the other hand, different training sets also have enormous impact on the test results, especially some face detection methods based on statistical information.
The common face detection method is artificial neural network, for a given image, the method will send the regions to neural network from left to right, top to bottom. However, the size of the face image is unknown. Therefore, each detection a time, then the neural network detection window is step scaled so as to ensure all faces in different sizes to be included. This approach has huge time consumption. How to quickly detect the faces while the face size is unknown, and ensure a lower missing rate, it is necessary to fast detect faces by use of skin color and binocular information.
Skin color is important face information, it does not depend on the details of facial features, and it can be applied for the rotation, the changes of facial expressions, gestures and so on. Skin color has relative stability, and distinguishes from most of colors for the background objects. The face detection algorithm uses skin color as the pre-treatment process of face detection, eliminates the influence of non-skin color, segments the possible candidate face regions in order to reduce the searching space, improve the efficiency and reduce the false detection rate. However, only skin color information can not gain the size of the faces in the skin regions, so the eye detection can be considered in the skin color regions so as to further obtain the facial regions [10] .
There is no standard test image database for face detection, so the paper uses a lot of images to test the algorithm, 110 downloading face images in the Internet were processed (the relative horizontal rotation angle is from 45° to 135°) with a variety of backgrounds, 100 images contain faces, including different sizes, lighting, gesture. The remaining 10 images are as "false alarm" not including faces. The images have regular frontal face, including different face features with uniform illumination. A part of background images have objects similar to face. Part of the detection results are shown in Figure 2 . is a false face localization result, mainly due to the larger exposion of neck regions in the original image and smaller face regions. This is also a kind of main performance of face detection failure [11] . In the experiment results, the error is divided into two kinds, one is missing detection face, the other is mistaking the non-human face regions to face regions. As shown in Table 1 , 110 images contain 198 faces, the actual detection 195 faces, of which 186 faces are correctly detected. The correct detection rate is above 90%. The remaining 3 images are considered as "false alarm" not existing faces. The reasons that 12 faces are failed to detect list as follows.
(1) The face region is too small in the original image.
(2) Fail to detect facial characteristics of the human eye due to the closed eyes.
Conclusion
Based on the present face detection technology, a new method for rapid detection is proposed combining skin color and binocular information in the face regions. First of all, this algorithm roughly detects face-like regions for input images according to skin color, rejects the areas that the faces do not exist, gets possible face-like regions at the same time, so, it can shorten detection time. Experiments show this algorithm has better robustness, it can be efficiently used in the conditions of multi-faces, different face sizes, various expressions and complex background, it is applied to face rotation and side deviation with higher adaptability, it also makes false detection rate to a lower level, and achieves good detection results.
